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I’m emailing you to let you know I have been a life long leftist who has usually been in favor of anti-discrimination measures taken to protect marginalized groups. However, I am incredibly opposed to the idea that stating the truth is discriminatory. Furthermore, I am opposed to people being punished for stating the truth. It comes close to embracing a cult like mentality and adopting religion in school in the form of Gender Identity. There is no substantive proof that it is possible to feel something you are physically not, it’s a mentality that more or less embraces stereotypes and punishes primarily women for speaking out against it. It is neither leftist or progressive, it is right-wing disguised as liberal beliefs. Forcing compliance under the guise of acceptance in this way is on par with teaching about God in school, given that it is expected to be accepted without question or proof as indisputable fact. In favor of adopting policies like this, actual marginalized groups such as women and girls bear the brunt of the consequences. It’s not right and it’s not fair. I’m writing animosity because of how toxic the culture has become regarding this topic. I hope you consider the impacts of punishing people for stating the truth.
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